Memory controllers have used static page closure policies to decide whether a row should be left open, open-page policy, or closed immediately, close-page policy, after the row has been accessed. The appropriate choice for a particular access can reduce the average memory latency. However, since application access patterns change at run time, static page policies cannot guarantee to deliver optimum execution time. Hybrid page policies have been investigated as a means of covering these dynamic scenarios and are now implemented in state-of-the-art processors. Hybrid page policies switch between open-page and close-page policies while the application is running, by monitoring the access pattern of row hits/conflicts and predicting future behavior. Unfortunately, as the size of DRAM memory increases, fine-grain tracking and analysis of memory access patterns does not remain practical.
INTRODUCTION
The performance of DRAM is sensitive to the memory access pattern of the running applications. Traditionally DRAM controllers have used a static row-buffer access policy, either open-page or close-page, to decide whether a row should be left open or closed immediately after their access. For workloads with high locality of accesses open-page works best since the target row is already open and multiple accesses to that row can be serviced with one activation. However, for workloads with more random memory accesses, close-page is a better option. In this case a row will be closed immediately after a memory access so the next memory request within the same bank does not need to wait for the precharge process of the open row. Moreover, neither the open-page nor close-page policy can deliver the 'best' execution time for all the workloads due to the dynamic nature of memory accesses. In this situation a hybrid-page policy, which is a mixture of open-page and close-page, is more desirable.
Different techniques have been proposed in the literature to select between open-page and close-page in DRAM memory controllers. Access-based techniques are those that monitor and keep a history of the row hits and row misses at different granularity in DRAMs to make a prediction of the future page closure policy. On the other hand, time-based techniques focus on predicting the optimum time that a row can be left open. In general, these techniques rely on predictors that monitor the number of accesses per row, the number of row hits or row misses, the time between hits or misses, etc. to predict the open-page or close-page for each row in DRAM. Intel included in the Xeon X5650 two timebased techniques.
As the size of DRAM is increasing with Data Analytic applications, having a fine-grain prediction and monitoring scheme is inefficient and not scalable. On the other hand going toward the coarse-grain schemes reduces the accuracy of the prediction. A key challenge for page-closure techniques is to balance the hardware overhead and the prediction accuracy. The trend towards keeping entire databases in DRAMs, such as RAMCloud (e.g. 64 TB of DRAMs) [1] or Facebook using 150 TB of DRAMs with memcache [18] , turns the scalability issue into a critical problem for future systems.
Our contribution is a scalable and compact memory addressbased encoding technique, called HAPPY, that can be employed in DRAM memory controllers. HAPPY is an efficient encoding that reduces the cost of implementation of existing page closure techniques while maintaining the prediction accuracy of the original implementation. As case studies, we show how to integrate HAPPY with a state-of-the-art implementation -the Intel-adaptive open-page policy employed by Intel -and with a traditional hybrid-page. We evaluate HAPPY and existing techniques across 70 memory intensive workload mixes consisting of single-thread and multi-thread applications. The experimental results show that using the HAPPY memory address-based encoding applied to the Intel-adaptive page policy can reduce the hardware cost of implementation by 5× for the evaluated 64 GB memory while maintaining the prediction accuracy. In other words, we can achieve similar, or better, performance as existing high performance industry and academic techniques while requiring less hardware overhead.
BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION
DRAM Structure: Figure 1 presents a high-level structure of a typical DRAM organization. A DRAM device (Figure 1a) consists of multiple banks, each of which includes a data array and a sense amplifier or row buffer. The data array is a matrix of rows and columns comprising the storage cells. The basic operation of DRAMs requires that to access a specific cell within a bank the entire row (e.g. 1 KB data) has to be moved into the row buffer. Then, read or write operations can be performed on the data stored in the row buffer. Although the banks within a DRAM device can be accessed in parallel, since they share the communication bus only one bank at the time can transfer data out of the DRAM device. Each DRAM device typically supports read/write operations of 4-16 bits per memory request depending on the DRAM model. To support the required bandwidth, multiple DRAM devices work in parallel within a Rank (Figure 1b) . In modern DRAMs, 64-bit data can be read/written per cycle and typically a burst of size 4 or 8 is supported by these modules to fill a full cache-line [13, 12] . 
DRAM Basic Operation:
To perform a read or write operation, the target row has to be opened first using an activation command which transfers a row to the row buffer, imposing a delay tRCD. When the row is in the row buffer, a read or write command can be issued with a delay tCL. Considering the internal structure of DRAMs, only one row can be processed at a time. Thus, to access to a different row (within the same bank), the open row has to be closed first using the precharge command with a delay tRP. This command prepares the row buffer to accept the new row. Considering the basic operation of DRAMs, each memory request can be classified into one of the following three categories depending on the status of the bank to be accessed: page-hit, page-miss or page-empty.
A page-hit is defined as a read/write operation to an open row within a bank. In this situation there is no need to use an activation command and the memory request can be serviced immediately. A page-miss is defined as a read/write operation to a different row than the open row within a bank. In this situation the open row must first be closed before accessing the second row. Finally, a page-empty is defined as a read/write command to a bank that has no open row in the row buffer. In this case an activation command is required to open the target row. Page-misses are the most expensive memory request while the page-hits are the cheapest to service. Page-empties are cheaper than the page conflicts but more expensive than the page-hits.
DRAM Static Page Closure Policies: DRAM memory controllers have a page closure policy, to alleviate the effect of page-misses on the memory system's performance. The traditional schemes are the open-page and the closepage policy. A DRAM that uses the open-page policy would leave the last accessed row open in the row buffer to eliminate the activation cost of the next memory request to the same row. A DRAM that uses the close-page policy would close the row immediately after it has been accessed to eliminate the possibility of getting a page-miss for the next memory request [15] . In general, the open-page policy is more beneficial for the systems with high access locality whereas the close-page policy is more appropriate for systems with high entropy memory access. Table 1 presents the timing cost of page-hits and page-misses when using the static page closure policies.
Page Policy
Page Hit Page Miss Open-Page tCL tRCD + tCL + tRP Close-Page tRCD + tCL tRCD + tCL Static Profiling tCL tRCD + tCL Table 1 : Cost of Page-hits and Page-misses when using different page closure policies.
Motivation: Figure 2 depicts the normalized execution time of all the workloads (to open-page policy) evaluated in this paper using open-page and close-page policy. The results show that around 68% of workloads prefer the openpage policy while 32% of workloads deliver a better performance using the close-page policy. According to this figure, a memory system that employs the open-page policy can save up to 18%, in comparison with the close-page policy, when running 'libquantunm' from SPEC benchmark and, at the same time, might lose up to 18% when running 'tigr' from BIOBENCH benchmark. Therefore, there is almost a 40% of performance variation in the system depending on the static page policy that a memory controller employs. This motivates the development of dynamic page policies that switch between open and close-page policy at run time based on the application access behavior. The Static Profiling presented in Table 1 shows the cost of pagehits and page-misses when the memory controller selects the best static page closure policy scheme for each workloads by static profiling of memory accesses. The static profiling provides a baseline to evaluate the performance of dynamic page closure policies discussed in this paper.
Motivated by such observations, hybrid-page closure policies emerged. close-page according to the application access behavior and improve performance. Prediction accuracy and scalability with increasing memory size are the two main constraints when designing such page closure predictors. For most techniques in the literature, there is a linear relationship between the DRAM memory size and the required resources to monitor the memory access pattern. Thus, as the memory size grows, the required cost of page closure policy predictor grows and, as a result, the on-chip memory controller complexity and area increase. Overall, considering the scalability of emerging memory systems like HMCs, increasing the interest of using a large amount of DRAM instead of disk storage in servers and database analytic applications such as using 64 TB of DRAMs in RAMCloud [1, 19, 18] and using 150 TB of DRAMs by Facebook in memcache [18] all demand a scalable approach for efficient design. Section 3 introduces HAPPY as a compact encoding scheme to address the scalability problem of the page closure policy prediction technique for DRAM memory systems.
HAPPY:HYBRID ADDRESS-BASED PAGE POLICY

HAPPY -Basic Principles
HAPPY is a compact memory address-based encoding built on the observation that there is a strong correlation between physical address bits and the internal structure of DRAMs. Understanding the basic operation of DRAMs shows that one of the first steps to access to the DRAM structure is the address mapping process. During this process, the physical address bits provided by a core are translated to the corresponding channel, rank, bank, row and column of a DRAM device using a fixed and pre-defined address-mapping algorithm. Having a fixed translation mapping creates a strong correlation between physical address bits and the DRAMs structure. It means that, if some useful information can be extracted from the physical address bits after translation, it is possible to extract the same information before this stage.
All the page closure algorithms proposed so far focus on monitoring the memory access behavior after the translation phase. In general, these techniques use different performance counters in a channel, bank or row basis to monitor, for example, page hits/conflicts, or the time that a row could be kept open. HAPPY proposes a novel binary-encoding scheme with performance counters storing page closure history directly from the physical address bits. In the other words, HAPPY introduces one predictor per physical address bit to forecast the page closure policy of each row in the memory system according to the run time memory accesses.
Sections 3.2 and 3.3 show how HAPPY can be applied to the two most main page closure categories: access-based and time-based techniques. We illustrate one traditional and one state-of-the-art technique to demonstrate how the HAPPY encoding can be applied to different systems with different implementation characteristics. The methodology proposed in this paper can be applied to other aspects of a DRAM structure as well.
HAPPY -Access-based Prediction
To demonstrate how HAPPY can be applied to accessbased algorithms we select the traditional hybrid-page policy algorithm. This employs simple, saturating counters to monitor the memory access pattern behavior and dynamically switch between open-and close-page policy at run time. Figure 3 depicts the basic structure of such page closure policy predictors. In this technique, one saturating counter (e.g. a 2-bit counter initialized to zero -open-page policy) is assigned to each row of a DRAM bank. Every time that a row-miss happens the corresponding counter is incremented. Whenever a row-hit occurs the counter is decremented. For each memory request, the accessed row's counter value determines the page closure policy; if the value is 0 or 1 the open-page policy is predicted and if the value of the counter is 2 or 3 the closepage policy is predicted. However, having a counter for each row in a DRAM device imposes a high area and power overhead to the memory system. For example, a 4 GB DRAM memory system with 1 channel, 2 ranks, 8 banks and 32,768 rows per bank, require 524,288 counters, which is not scalable (analysis presented in Section 5). Figure 4 depicts the HAPPY implementation of a Hybrid page policy. The binary representation of the requested physical address is a pattern of zeros and ones. HAPPY dedicates two encoding counters per physical address bit location: one counter to monitor the position when its value isâȂŸ1âȂŹ and one to monitor it when it isâȂŸ0âȂŹ. Training of these counters is similar to the original implementation of Hybrid; that means for every page conflict the counter corresponding to each physical address bit is incremented and for every page hit the same counter will be decremented. Considering the page-hits and page-misses happen in a per row basis then there is no need to monitor all the available physical address bits. Thus, the corresponding physical address bits to columns and cache-lines offset will not be used. This reduces even further the implementation costs of HAPPY. Having done this, each physical address bit correlates with the possibility of getting a page hit/conflict depending on the value of that bit. Therefore, for a given physical address the possibility of getting page hit/conflicts can be calculated simply by considering all the bit values of the participant counters in the requested address and using one of the following techniques: Majority vote or Aggregation.
Majority vote: Figure 5 explains this scheme using a simple example. Each physical address bit has a counter which has its own standalone vote to choose an open-or close-page policy for the requested physical address. The page closure policy vote of each bit can be extracted by looking at the more significant bit of the saturating counters. If this bit isâȂŸ0âȂŹ there is an open-page policy vote and if the value isâȂŸ1âȂŹ there is a close-page policy vote. As the name implies, the final vote is determined by the majority vote across all the counters. Aggregation: the final page closure policy decision can also be determined by comparing the aggregation of the all the counters values, Equation (1), against a certain threshold, Equation (2).
if AddressBitCounters < T hreshold → Open P age else → Close P age (1)
The experimental results show similar results using either majority or aggregation. Thus only the majority vote decision scheme is used in the final experimental results.
HAPPY -Time-based Prediction
As a case study to show how HAPPY can be applied to a time-based prediction algorithm we chose the Intel-adaptive open-page policy [9, 21] , for example, used by the Intel Xeon X5650 [11] . The basic structure of such a page closure policy is presented in Figure 6 . . A row will be kept open until TC reaches the TR and then closed. However, the initial TR might not be a suitable value for all the benchmarks. Thus, the Inteladaptive scheme provides a technique to update the TR at run time using a 4-bit Mistake Counter (MC). Whenever a page conflict happens that could have been a page-empty, since there was enough time to precharge the last accessed row, then the MC is decremented. Whenever a page empty could have been a page-hit, since the row being accessed is the same as the last accessed row in that bank, then the MC is incremented. After a specific time interval the MC will be checked against a pre-predefined low and high threshold to see if either a less or more aggressive page closure policy is required. If the MC is higher than the high-threshold then the TR will be incremented to keep the accessed row open for a longer period and if the MC is lower than the lowthreshold the TR will be decremented to close the accessed row sooner. Figure 7 depicts the HAPPY implementation of the Inteladaptive open page policy. This time the aim is to extract the timeout value for each row to be kept open from the physical address bits. We use the same methodology explained in the previous section; the only difference is that instead of using simple saturating counters a Monitor Unit is dedicated to each physical address bit location. Each monitoring unit includes a MC and a TR with the same function as the original implementation of Intel-adaptive page policy. A global timeout counter is still required to keep track of row closing and opening times on a per bank basis. Updating the MCs is as before but this time it is applied per physical address bit basis rather than per bank. Moreover, instead of having a global timeout register per bank, the time period that a row can be kept open will be calculated from the aggregation of all the participant bits for an accessed physical address.
DRAM Bank
To make a fair comparison between HAPPY and original implementation of this page policy, the size of the MC is chosen as before (e.g. 4-bit) and the size of TR in each physical bit location is chosen small enough that the maximum time that a row can be kept open is equal to having one global TR per bank.
HAPPY -Intuition
Observation: The main intuition behind HAPPY is based on the observation that addresses that are spatially close together tend to have a similar page-closure policy preference. HAPPY is devised to exploit such behavior by fine grain monitoring of physical address bits behavior.
Ensemble Methods: Although HAPPY was developed by analysis and observation of the experiments, we believe that there are Machine Learning principles that can justify the intuition behind HAPPY. A mathematical/theoretical framework that can explain HAPPY is that of Ensemble Methods [6] . The family of algorithms categorized as Ensemble methods combines multiple (normally simple) predictors. The theory explains how combining such predictors, it can be obtained a much improved predictor provided certain diversity properties among the predictors are met. Random forest, and neural networks are examples of very successful prediction algorithms part of the ensemble family. This paper addresses an online learning scenario and uses a fixed number of predictors with a non-linear combination function. When applying our technique to Intel-adaptive, we generate a pair of simple predictors per physical address bit and solve a regression problem. Each pair of predictors is trained using a different single physical bit (different features) and each member of the pair is trained using only Zero or One occurrences (different dataset); mechanisms that can improve diversity. In Happy, we use two counters per physical address bits; e.g. 4GB is represented with 38 counters. If we were to limit ourselves to only a binary decision, then the maximum number of possible decisions that can be stored would be 2 to the power of 38. If we increase to 8GB, then we use 40 counters, and thus the maximum number of possible decisions that can be stored would be 2 to the power of 40. Thus as we increase the size of memory we are also increasing the number of possible decisions representable.
EVALUATION METHODOLOGY
Page closure prediction algorithms for DRAMs are sensitive to the application memory access patterns. To address this, we carry out an extensive evaluation, described as follows:
Simulator: USIMM [7] , a detailed memory system simulator, is used as our main simulation platform. We extended USIMM to support five different, existing page closure policies (i.e. Open-Page, Close-Page, Hybrid, FixedOpen and Intel-adaptive open page) plus the two implementations of HAPPY which are described in Section 3 (i.e. Hybrid-HAPPY and Intel-adaptive-HAPPY). The scheduling algorithm in the memory controller is FR-FCFS; first ready, first come first serve. We evaluated HAPPY based on different memory configurations, 2 GB for single-thread and 4 GB for multi-thread workloads. To increase the memory congestion we configured USIMM with 1 channel and 1 rank. The baseline USIMM system configuration parameters are captured in Table 2 Address Mapping Schemes: The number of page conflicts in DRAMs and as a result the memory performance is susceptible to the memory address mapping scheme. The experiments consider 3 different address mappings presented in Figure 8 . The first mapping 1 is a standard mapping to maximize row buffer locality. The next two address interleaving policies are state-of-the-art schemes proposed by Kaseridis et al. [14] and Zhang et al. [27] . The proposed mapping by Zhang et al. [27] XORs part of the row address bits with the banks address bits to produce a new bank index (see Figure 8b) . Kaseridis et al. [14] extend this technique by producing the column index using different section of physical address bits (Figure 8c ). Both techniques aim to reduce page conflicts in DRAMS. Our experiments shows that the minimalist open page policy (Mapping 3) performs better for most of the workloads. Therefore, this address mapping scheme is employed in all the experiments. Focusing on the best page closure policy (i.e. Intel-Adaptive-HAPPY), we also report the sensitivity of HAPPY for all the three address mapping schemes. 
Workloads:
The workloads include a wide range of memory intensive applications (i.e. 48 workloads) from different benchmark suites (PARSEC [4] , SPEC [8] , BIOBENCH [2] , HPC and COMMERCIAL) and representative regions of interest for each application. Table 3 lists the workloads and their corresponding benchmark suites.
The USIMM simulator can run arbitrary multi-application workloads using multiple traces. To increase the variety of memory access patterns, we set up USIMM for multiapplications to produce 22 random workload mixes; a combination of 4-thread, 8-thread and 16-thread applications. Table 4 listed these multi-core workloads considering the prefix of single thread workloads presented in Table 3 . Overall the experiments consider 70 workload mixes.
Memory Footprint (MF): To evaluate the performance of page closure predictors a careful study has to be carried out otherwise the performance and accuracy numbers might be misleading. For instance, if an application targets a very small portion of memory then it might be possible to predict its behavior using very small number of performance counter whereas if the application accesses all over of the memory space then it might be more difficult to keep track of the application access pattern with only a few counters (e.g. HAPPY). To have a fair evaluation methodology we made sure that the memory traces cover a wide range of access pattern. To this aim, we monitored the total physical pages accessed (Memory Footprint) per application at run time and we can confirm that our single thread applications have the average MF of 30% (up to 97%), our 4-thread workloads have the average MF of 50% (up to 75%), our 8-thread workloads have the average MF of 70% (up to 85%) and our 16-thread workloads have the average MF of 95% (up to 99.8%).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
This section analyzes the different page closure policy prediction schemes compared with using HAPPY by looking at execution time, accuracy and scalability. Hereafter, The HAPPY implementation of Hybrid page policy is called Hybrid-HAPPY for brevity. Similarly, The HAPPY implementation of Intel-adaptive open-page policy is called Inteladaptive-HAPPY. The results in Figure 10 and Figure 11-14 are normalized to the 'static profiling'; the lower the bar the better the performance.
Prediction Accuracy
Understanding the prediction accuracy for the different types of page closure predictors has its pitfalls. For instance, prediction accuracy in the case of Hybrid predictors is straight forward as the prediction outcome is either opening or closing a page (binary classification). However, in the case of the Intel-adaptive technique the accuracy needs to be described based on the timeout value (regression). Consider a scenario where a page has to be open for 40 clock cycles to get a page hit and Intel-adaptive predicts 39 clock cycles. In this case the prediction accuracy should be calculated differently.
To have a fair evaluation across all the predictors with a different nature of prediction, we calculate the prediction accuracy based on the Page-Hit and the Page-Miss prediction outcome. In fact, the main purpose of using page policy predictors is to increase the page hits and reduce the page misses in the DRAM. Thus, we calculate the Oracle pagehits (maximum possible page-hits when having a perfect predictor) and Oracle page-misses (minimum possible pagemisses when having a perfect predictor) and evaluate the actual page-hits and page-misses occurred during execution time of each workload against the oracle numbers. Figure 9 presents the prediction accuracy (GMEAN) of different predictors across all the workloads evaluated. The open-page and close-page policies deliver the maximum prediction accuracy for page-hits and page-misses, respectively. This happens because an open-page policy leaves all the page open and then it can cover all the possible page-hits in the system and non of the page misses. A close-page policy behaves similarly but in the opposite scenario. The hybrid-page policy delivers a moderate page-miss and page-hit prediction accuracy (around 60%). The Intel-adaptive and fixed-open both deliver a good prediction accuracy for both page-hits (80% and 75.8%) and page-misses (83.5% and 90.4%) respectively. Overall, the HAPPY implementation of both Intel-adaptive and hybrid are slightly more accurate than the original implementation. This prediction accuracy numbers justify the execution times presented in Figure 10 . Also, from the accuracy results, it can be concluded that the page-hit prediction accuracy has a higher impact on the overall execution time than the page-miss prediction accuracy. Overview: Our experimental results show that the best page closure prediction scheme (i.e. Intel-adaptive-HAPPY) delivers 5% and 8% better average performance across all the workloads (up to 12% and 20%) in comparison with open-page and close-page policy respectively. Overall, the HAPPY implementation of both Hybrid and Intel-adaptive achieved similar performance when compared with the original implementation of these page closure policies albeit with a much lower hardware overhead. Comparing the Inteladaptive with the Intel-adaptive-HAPPY page policy shows that the HAPPY implementation can reduce the cost of implementation by 5× for the evaluated 64 GB memory size (up to 40× for a memory size of 512 GB) while improving the performance up to 2%. Similar behavior can be observed for Hybrid and Hybrid-HAPPY. Hybrid-HAPPY shows 182,000× reduction in cost of implementation for the evaluated 64 GB memory size (up to 1.2M× for memory size of 512 GB) while improving the performance up to 3% for some workloads.
Performance Analysis
Benchmark Suites
Similarly, as Figure 14 presents, for multi-thread applications, even with a very high memory footprint, HAPPY performance is consistent and it delivers similar performance to the original implementation. The experimental results show that Intel-adaptive-HAPPY delivers 5% and 14% better average performance across all the workloads (up to 9% and 22%) in comparison with open-page and close-page policy respectively.
Sensitivity to Address Mapping Schemes: To investigate the sensitivity of HAPPY to different address mappings we select the best page closure policy (i.e. Intel-adaptive-HAPPY) across all the predictors presented in this paper and evaluate it with the three address mappings presented in Figure 8 . Figures 15 and 16 illustrate the prediction accuracy of Intel-adaptive (original and HAPPY implementation) using the different mapping schemes. These results show that the HAPPY implementation of Intel-adaptive always delivers identical or slightly better results than the original implementation no matter which address mapping is used. 
Sensitivity to Memory Size
We have evaluated HAPPY for up to 64 GB DRAM size and the results shows that HAPPY has a consistent behav- Table 4 : Randomly generated Multi-Core workloads.
ior as the memory size increase. Our experimental results suggests that the effective factor on HAPPY performance is the utilization of memory address space rather than the size of memory. For this reason, we considered a 4 GB memory organization with up to 99.8% memory space utilization for our multi-thread experiments (results are presented in Figure 14 ). Even in this situation, the results show that HAPPY delivers a competitive performance against the original implementation of both Hybrid and Intel-adaptive page policies while reduces the hardware overhead significantly. Figure 17 depicts the required storage (bytes) for each prediction algorithm for different sizes of memory. The HAPPY implementation of the hybrid prediction technique is orders of magnitude (e.g. up to 1.2M×) cheaper than the original implementation while we show that it delivers similar performance to that of the original implementation. In the case of Intel-adaptive page closure policy, the HAPPY implementation requires slightly more resources than the original implementation for memory sizes of less than 8 GB. However, as the memory size grows, the Intel-adaptive-HAPPY outperforms the scalability over the original implementation up to 40× for a memory size of 512 GB. Table 5 depicts the required performance counters for different page closure policies with and without HAPPY considering a memory system with X channels, Y ranks, Z banks and W rows. 
Scalability with Memory Size
Implementation Required Counters
Hybrid X × Y × Z × W Hybrid-HAPPY (log 2 X + log 2 Y + log 2 Z + log 2 W ) × 2 Intel-adaptive (X × Y × Z) × 2 Intel-HAPPY (log 2 X + log 2 Y + log 2 Z + log 2 W ) × 4
Prediction Algorithms -Pros & Cons
Due to the nature of the implementation and structure of each predictor, each of them might or might not work in a specific situation. Here, we discuss such situations.
Static Policies: the open-page policy works best for high locality workloads but degrades the performance of DRAMs significantly for the workloads with highly random or dynamic memory accesses. The close-page policy has the completely opposite behavior. PARSEC and SPEC workloads are good examples which show the different behavior of open-page and close-page policy.
Fixed-Open: The performance of this type of algorithms is fairly susceptible to its predefined timeout value. Similarly to the methodology presented in [14] , we select this value to be equal to tRC, that is the minimum time limitation between consecutive accesses to different rows within a bank, in the experiments. This time delay provides enough opportunity to capture a possible page hit; cf. the results presented in Figure 10 . However, for non-memory intensive threads with high locality or memory intensive with low locality (e.g. 'mummer' and 'tigr') this technique might not work well. The reason is that, for the first category, the time interval between memory requests might be higher than the fixed timeout value which means this technique will close the row before a page hit happens. Similarly, for the second category the time interval between memory requests might be lower than the fixed timeout value, which means that a row would be kept open for an unnecessary time which, most likely, would lead to other page conflicts.
Hybrid: the integrated saturating counters employed in this category (either the original or HAPPY implementation) train by the number of page-hits and page-conflicts that they face. Therefore, the prediction accuracy of these types of techniques is fairly sensitive to the distribution of page hits/conflicts within DRAMs. For instance, 'streamcluster' presents such a behavior.
Intel-adaptive: our experiments show that this prediction algorithm is the best across all the presented schemes in this paper. However, one weakness of this technique is the updating granularity of TR. In our experiments, every time that checking of the MC suggests a more or less aggressive page closure policy, TR is incremented or decremented by one respectively. Updating granularity by one step (increment or decrement) delivers a fine tuning of the TR but reduces the training rate of the overall prediction technique. This means that, for workloads where the application access pattern behavior changes frequently (e.g. between high and low locality accesses pattern) within different time phases, the Intel-adaptive scheme might not be able to deliver its best performance. Such behavior can be observed in 'canneal' or 'comm1'. HAPPY: so far we have focused on the advantages of HAPPY. However, like all the other proposed techniques, HAPPY also has weaknesses. Considering the global nature of a HAPPY implementation it is expected that HAPPY cannot perform as efficiently as fine grain schemes for workloads with fairly dynamic behavior targeting a small part of DRAMs locally. This can be seen in workloads such as 'tigr'.
Flexibility
HAPPY is the proof of the concept that the physical address bits can be the source of useful information that can be extracted using the right encoding and decoding techniques. This makes HAPPY a fairly flexible tool that can be applied to different prediction algorithms that have not been practical due to the cost of implementation, making them feasible. In this paper we applied HAPPY to two completely different prediction schemes and showed how the performance and scalability of these scheme improved. However, page closure policies are not the only candidate that can take advantage of the knowledge presented by HAPPY.
RELATED WORK
Succinctly, prior research in this area can be categorized in two main groups: access-based and time-based techniques.
Access-based techniques are those that monitor and keep a history of the row hits and row misses at different granularity in DRAMs to make a prediction of the future page closure policy for each row or bank within a DRAM memory system. Xu et al. [26] proposed a two-level dynamic SDRAM policy predictor which collects the row hit/miss behavior for the last n accesses in a history register. For each entry in the history register, there is a 2-bit saturating counter that keeps track of the page closure policy for each access. Huan et al. [10] proposed the Processor-Directed dynamic page policy where the processor keeps track of the last row access to each bank to predict page hits or misses for future memory requests. The processor sends this information to the memory controller to specify the page closure for the next memory access. Awashti et al. [3] keep track in a history table of the number of accesses each row has before closing it. When a row is open the number of expected accesses to that row is looked up, if there is no recorded entry for the accessed row in the history table that row is kept open. However if there is an entry for the accessed row it will be closed after the expected number of accesses suggested by the history table. More techniques using access-based page closure prediction can be found in [20, 16, 17, 23, 25, 24, 22] .
Time-based techniques mainly focus on predicting the optimum time that a row can be left open. Blackmore [5] presented a quantitative analysis of page closure predictors. This work specifically focused on the Intel-adaptive page policy structure and tried to improve it by introducing the inter-arrival distribution concept. Stonkovic et al. [25] used the concept of live-time and dead-time to predict the page closure. The live-time is the time interval between opening a row until the last access to that row while dead-time is the interval from the last access to an open row until its closing. If the predictor predicts a zero live-time or if it predicts that the row has entered its dead-time period, then the row will be closed immediately after the DRAM access otherwise it will be kept open for future accesses. In another work, Kaseridis et al. [14] used the concept that in DRAMs there is a minimum time limitation of tRC between two activations within a bank and speculatively leave the pages open for the tRC period.
To sum up, HAPPY is the only technique which considers an encoding based on the memory address bits offering a compact means of storing history to inform the predictions. In addition, we have shown how to apply HAPPY to Time-based (i.e. Intel Adaptive HAPPY) and Access-based techniques (i.e. Hybrid HAPPY).
CONCLUSIONS
DRAM performance is dependent on the memory access pattern and, more specifically, the number of page-hit and page-conflicts that occur at run time. Modern DRAM controllers employ advanced page closure policy predictors to improve performance by trying to transform page-conflicts into page-empty (e.g. by closing the last accessed row at the "right time"), and page-empty cases into page-hits (e.g. by keeping open the last accessed row for longer time). However the main challenge is to balance the prediction accuracy of these predictors with manageable hardware overheads (scalability) as we increase the size of DRAM.
We have described HAPPY -a compact and efficient binary-encoding technique -to alleviate the scalability problem of DRAM page closure predictors. HAPPY relies on the simple observation that there is a strong correlation between the physical address bits of memory addresses requested by processors and the internal structure of the DRAM as there is a fixed-address mapping scheme. Thus, the physical address bits carry the information that a memory controller needs to predict the page-hit or page-conflict for a particular access. Considering this, the required performance counters and monitoring units needed by the page closure prediction algorithms can be encoded from the physical address bits. Doubling the size of DRAM only implies one extra physical address bit. This means that with HAPPY only one extra monitoring unit is required to predict the DRAM page closure policy when the size of memory is doubled. In other words, HAPPY offers the smallest hardware overhead to implement dynamic DRAM page closure predictor algorithms.
We have evaluated HAPPY by applying it to a traditional Hybrid page closure policy, as well as the state-of-theart Intel-adaptive open page policy included in Intel Xeon X5650. The experimental results show that the HAPPY implementation of Intel-adaptive page policy can reduce the cost of implementation by 5× for the evaluated 64 GB memory size (up to 40× for a memory size of 512 GB) while maintaining the prediction accuracy. The other case study shows 182,000× reduction in cost of implementation for the evaluated 64 GB memory size (up to 1.2M× for memory size of 512 GB) while maintaining the prediction accuracy. The experiments have also reported the accuracy of the predictors and have studied the sensitivity towards the memory address-mapping. In both scenarios, HAPPY maintains its key advantage of offering no degradation of prediction accuracy while reducing significantly the hardware overhead.
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